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Abstract

To free human from laborious video production, this paper proposes the building of VideoMaster, a multimodal system equipped with four capabilities: highlight extraction, video describing, video dubbing and video editing. It extracts interesting episodes from long game videos, generates subtitles for each episode, reads the subtitles through synthesized speech, and finally re-creates a better short video through video editing. Notably, VideoMaster takes a combination of deep learning and traditional computer vision techniques to extract highlights with fine-to-coarse labels, utilizes a novel framework named PCSG-v (probabilistic context sensitive grammar for video) for video description generation, and imitates a target speaker’s voice to read the description. To the best of our knowledge, VideoMaster is the first multimedia system that can automatically produce product-level micro-videos without heavy human annotation.

1 System Architecture

VideoMaster includes four components as shown in Figure 1. The system receives a long raw video of a mobile MOBA game named “Honor Of Kings” from E-sports live websites. The final output is a re-created short video with subtitles and dubbing which is more appealing.

1.1 Highlight Extraction

As video frames of a game are usually well structured and have timely broadcasts, both deep learning [Ren et al., 2015; LeCun et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2019; He et al., 2016] and traditional methods [Thanh et al., 2009; Bradski and Kaehler, 2008; Lowe, 2004; Derpanis, 2010; Rublee et al., 2011; Leutenegger et al., 2011] are adopted in our work. As shown in Figure 2, each raw video is split into frame sequences with a frame rate of 2, then event labels and attribute labels can be figured out after the element information (Broadcast, KDA, ROI, etc.) of each frame are calculated. A highlight occurs 5 seconds before and after an event.

1.2 Video Describing

Video describing is to generate text description for each highlight video episode in details [Xiao et al., 2022]. Each generated text description is used as the subtitle for each highlight. At first a relation graph of all the 101 game champions is built. Then we collect a small amount of natural video description, and holistically incorporate them to enrich the grammars and text of the proposed PCSG-v framework. PCSG-v is a variant of PCFG [Zhang and Krieger, 2011; Wang et al., 2017a]. It is a 4-tuple $G = (N, \Sigma, R, S)$, where

- $N$ is finite set of non-terminal symbols.
- $\Sigma$ is a finite set of pseudo terminal symbols. Each pseudo terminal symbol $\gamma$ comes from $\gamma \rightarrow [c_1|\lambda_1|p_1] | [\lambda_2|p_2] | \cdots | [c_m|\lambda_m|p_m]$ with $m \geq 1$. $c$ is an alternative Boolean value depends on context of events and attributes or context of the value of preceding pseudo terminal symbols, namely the text generated before. $\lambda$ can be a number, word, phrase, clause, or sentence selected from video description collection and champion relation graph. $p_i$ is the probability of $\lambda_i$ to be selected, and $\sum_{i=1}^m p_i = 1$. If $c_i$ exists and it is False then $\lambda_i$ and $p_i$ will be deleted, and value of $p_i$ will be divided into equal parts and then given to other $\lambda$. $c$ makes text selection and collocation more accurate and diverse, and $p$ makes text selection more diverse with preference.
- $R$ is a finite set of probabilistic and context-aware production rules of the form $\alpha \rightarrow [d_1|\beta_1|q_1] | [\beta_2|q_2] | \cdots | [d_n|\beta_n|q_n]$ with $n \geq 1$ and $t \geq 1$. $d$ is an alternative Boolean value depends on context of events and attributes. $q_i$ is the probability of $\beta_i$ sequence to be selected, and $\sum_{i=1}^n q_i = 1$. $\alpha \in N$, and $\beta_i \in (N \cup \Sigma)$ for $i = 1 \cdots n$. Most of the rules are translated from sentences of video description collection. If $d_i$ exists and it is False then $\beta_i$ sequence and $q_i$ will be deleted, and value of $q_i$ will be divided into equal parts and then given to other $\beta$ sequences. $d$ makes sentence structures and sentence combination more accurate and diverse, and $q$ makes sentence structures and sentence combination more diverse with preference.
- $S \in N$ is a distinguished start symbol.

In simple terms, PCSG-v is used to generate text descrip-
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tion for each short video with its labels of event and attribute provided by highlight extraction module as input. During the generation, PCSG-v will select text and infer relations between game champions from the relation graph. The more words and more production rules, the more diverse text our framework can generate.

1.3 Video Dubbing

Video dubbing reads the generated subtitles using someone’s voice. To synthesize speech directly from a game commentator, we implement a text-to-speech model based on Style Tokens Tacotron [Wang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017b] which is shown in Figure 3. First, the reference encoder extracts the identify-feature from the input log-mel spectrogram to generate the reference embedding. Then, in the style token layer, the attention module learns the similarity between the input reference embedding and the randomly initialized tokens, to output a set of weights, representing the contribution of each token to the style embedding. Finally, the resulting style embedding is passed to the encoder-decoder with the input text sequence. Note that the style layer can be jointly trained with the encoder-decoder by optimizing the reconstruct loss of the encoder-decoder by optimizing the reconstruct loss of the training target is used as the ground-truth. The speech synthesis model is trained on the public mandarin speech dataset THCHS-30 and audios from the game commentator (only 301 corpus about 10 minutes).

1.4 Video Editing

Video editing assembles the multimodal materials into sequences and creates new videos which are more fascinating. The following editing operations are taken in our system based on FFmpeg:

- **Cutting.** Highlight video episodes are cutting from raw live videos. The cuts are supposed to be narratively complete and fast-paced to make the flow of video ideal.
- **Transition.** Transitions are introduced to make the switch between video episodes more natural and keep the pace of the video controlled.
- **Subtitle.** The text description is presented in the form of subtitle, which is appearing along with the video scenes.
- **Dubbing.** The audio commentary is added in sync with the subtitle to achieve visual-audio consistency.
- **Music.** Music which have the same emotion as the videos are played as background music. Video soundtrack is of great importance in setting the mood and evoking emotions from audience [Li et al., 2021].
- **Sticker.** Funny stickers are inserted into videos according to the frame labels and hero coordinates.
- **Backdrop.** The video episodes are cropped and put on a background portrait image, which makes the produced videos adapt to mobile devices.

2 Results and Demonstrations

2.1 Highlight Extraction

We randomly sampled 1000 highlight videos and recorded their true labels, then a mean precision of 92.95% and recall.
of 81.46% are obtained. In our case, precision is more important than recall, thus such a recall can be acceptable. Bad cases happened when video frames are not clear or blocked.

2.2 Text Description

**Human rating.** We randomly sampled 1000 highlight videos with generated description and labels of event and attribute for human evaluation. We recruited another 6 helpers (3 males and 3 females who enjoy playing the mobile game) to score Fluency, Attractivity, Relevance and Diversity. The rating criteria is as follows: 5-very good, 4-good, 3-neutral, 2-bad, 1-very bad. The mean rating scores are 4.11, 4.02, 4.47 and 4.00, respectively, which tells that our methods are able to generate good description on all of the four metrics.

**Methods comparison.** We also made a qualitative comparison between current methods in Table 2. Each method was measured on five metrics: Interpretability (Int.), Controllability (Cont.), Flexibility (Flex.), Portability (Port.) and Annotation (Anno.), and each metric was scored from 1 to 5. The higher the score, the more consistent with the metric. As we can see, PCSG-v is best on all of the five metrics.

2.3 Speech Synthesis

As the purpose is to transfer the speech of human game commentator to machine, we conducted three human evaluation for video dubbing in terms of clarity, naturalness and similarity. The rating criteria for “clarity” and “naturalness” is as follows: 5-very good, 4-good, 3-neutral, 2-bad, 1-very bad, and that for “similarity” is as follows: 5-almost the same, 4-very like, 3-like, 2-a bit like, 1-not like. Six human raters were recruited to give their scores. Evaluation results are shown in Table 1. Evaluation #1 and Evaluation #2 were conducted on a small dataset of 24 testing samples. Raters don’t know which speech is from human and which speech is from machine in Evaluation #1, while raters know which speech is from human and which speech is from machine in Evaluation #2. We can see that machine gets a 4.23 score between “very good” and “good” in clarity which is close to 4.88 of human, a 3.33 score between “good” and “neutral” in naturalness, and a 3.20 score between “very like” and “like” in similarity. Evaluation #3 was conducted on a dataset of 100 test samples, each test sample has a text generated by PCSG-v and a speech synthesized by machine. The results show that machine gets a 4.17 score between “very good” and “good” in clarity and 3.53 score between “good” and “neutral” in naturalness.

2.4 Demonstrations

Compared with raw videos from E-sports live websites which are tedious and short of storytelling, the resulting videos produced by our system are time-saving (from about 30 minutes to about 1 minutes), memory-saving (from about 100 MiB to about 20 MiB), more expressive and rhythmic. Cutting and reorganizing highlight episodes make video brief, fast-paced and attractive. Subtitle and audio commentary not only help viewers have a better understanding of events, but also provide funny text and charming voice. Background music helps set the mood and evoke emotions from viewers. Stickers enrich videos and show current temperature. Moreover, video editing module in our system can be easily updated according to the usage of the re-created videos.

3 Conclusions

In this paper, we present VideoMaster, an intelligent multimodal system for automatic micro game video recreation. The system is but a first attempt to build a fully functional video generator capable of cutting, subtitling, dubbing and editing without heavy manual annotation. VideoMaster is not yet perfect and has limitation and rooms for improvement. Moreover, Compared to the latest AIGC (artificial intelligence generated content) work [Ouyang et al., 2022; Scao et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2022; Rombach et al., 2022; Ramesh et al., 2022; Borsos et al., 2022; Singer et al., 2022; Saharia et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2021], VideoMaster is able to generate multimodal content without losing controllability, quality, novelty and artistry, and it is more cost-effective. In the future work, VideoMaster will be applied to non-game videos.

Table 2: Methods comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End2end</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarization</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCFG</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCSG</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCSG-v</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Synthetic speech evaluation. ↑ indicates the higher the better. Score is presented by mean±variance.
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